Prevention of Unintentionally Retained Objects Through a Count
Resolution Pathway
The Problem

The Interventions

Unintentional retention of objects is a “Never Event”. Lack of effective
communication, object recognition and standard workflow practices were
found on two occasions to contribute to the unintentional retention of foreign
object during a surgical procedure.
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Aim/Goal
1. Embed forced communication between the members of the team when
resolving incorrect counts
2. Standardize the mechanism responding to incorrect counts
3. Establishment of clear processes for the resolution of incorrect counts in
the OR
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The Results/Progress to Date

Structured communication results in a more effective response to
resolving count issues
Create mechanisms for forced communication when responding to
incorrect counts
o
Count Safety Checklist
o
Mandating Attending to Attending communication in “Realtime”
Development of a Web-based Digital Library of Countable items to
enhance radiology recognition
Implementation of a No-Hand Off Zone which prevents changes in
team members during count resolution
Creation and implementation of a Count Safety Checklist to
standardize the intraoperative interrogation of an incorrect count
Creation of the pathway for managing situations in which items are
intentionally retained or intentionally not retrieved
Education and Implementation
o
Each discipline presented Safety Rounds on Retained
Objects
o
Electronic communication of all changes to all disciplines
o
All incorrect counts require OR management notification and
pathway institution

Lessons Learned
¾ Structured communication results in a more effective response to resolving
count issues

¾ Object recognition is essential for successful recognition of retained objects
¾

Multidisciplinary standardization of practices is critical

Next Steps/What Should Happen Next:
¾
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Ongoing vigilance of compliance to protocols
Utilize the information gathered from the Count Safety Checklist to study the
implications of near-miss experiences
Directed at definition and guidelines for items intentionally left behind.
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